
Year 7 Year 8 Year 9 Year 10 Year 11 Year 12 Year 13
Overview of main concepts/ topics: Novel of Oliver Twist 
and the themes of poverty and social class 

Overview of main concepts/ topics: The Adventures of 
Sherlock Holmes stories and the themes of duality and 
appearance versus reality 

Overview of main concepts/ topics: The novel Jane 
Eyre and the themes of loves, gender inequality and 
social status) 

Overview of main concepts/ topics: The play Macbeth and the 
themes of ambition and power alongside how language and 
structure are used purposefully by a writer to affect the reader

Overview of main concepts/ topics: The play An Inspector 
Calls and the theme of social responsibility alongside how 
language is used in non-fiction texts to influence a reader's 
opinion

Overview of main concepts/ topics:                                                                              

Tragedy: 

Tess of the D'Urbervilles by Thomas 
Hardy

Death of Salesman by Arthur Miller   

Othello by William Shakespeare

Songs of Innocence and of 
Experience  by William Blake                                                 

Overview of main concepts/ topics: 

Social Protest:

A Doll's House by Henrik Ibsen

The Kite Runner  by Khaled Hosseini

NEA Critical Anthology

Autumn term

Topic: Oliver Twist Topic: Sherlock Holmes Topic:  Jane Eyre Topic: Macbeth & Language Paper 1 Topic: An Inspector Calls
Language Paper 2

Topic: Othello  by William 
Shakespeare / Tess of the 
D'Urbervilles by Thomas Hardy

Topic: Social and Protest texts

Threshold concept focus:                Characters and events 
in literature can carry symbolic meaning 
• All texts are shaped by the contexts in which they are 
created and received   
• Texts are consciously crafted through language and 
structure
• To be a student of English, one has to interpret and 
analyse texts

Threshold concept focus: • Characters and events in 
literature can carry symbolic meaning 
• All texts are shaped by the contexts in which they are 
created and received   
• Texts are consciously crafted through language and 
structure
• Texts engage with and subvert literary tradition 
• To be a student of English, one has to interpret and analyse 
texts

Threshold concept focus: • Characters and events in 
literature can carry symbolic meaning 
• All texts are shaped by the contexts in which they are 
created and received   
• Texts are consciously crafted through language and 
structure
• Texts engage with and subvert literary tradition 
• To be a student of English, one has to interpret and 
analyse texts

Threshold concept focus: • Characters and events in literature can 
carry symbolic meaning 
• All texts are shaped by the contexts in which they are created 
and received   
• Texts are consciously crafted through language and structure
• Texts engage with and subvert literary tradition 
• To be a student of English, one has to interpret and analyse texts

Threshold concept focus: • Characters and events in 
literature can carry symbolic meaning 
• All texts are shaped by the contexts in which they are 
created and received   
• Texts are consciously crafted through language and 
structure
• Texts engage with and subvert literary tradition 
• To be a student of English, one has to interpret and 
analyse texts

Threshold concept focus:

Characters and events in literature 
can carry symbolic meaning.

All texts are shaped by the contexts in 
which they are created and received.    

Texts are consciously crafted through 
language and structure.

Texts engage with and subvert literary 
tradition.

To be a student of English, one has to 
interpret and analyse texts.

Threshold concept focus: Characters 
and events in literature can carry 
symbolic meaning.

All texts are shaped by the contexts in 
which they are created and received.    

Texts are consciously crafted through 
language and structure.

Texts engage with and subvert literary 
tradition.

To be a student of English, one has to 
interpret and analyse texts.

Fertile Q: How successful is Oliver Twist as a form of social 
protest? 

Fertile Q: What is Doyle trying to teach us about human 
nature? 

 Fertile Q: How should one respond to injustice and 
hypocrisy? 

Fertile Q: How can ambition be a dangerous thing? / How do the 
choices writers make affect readers? 

Fertile Q: Why is responsibility a crucial lesson?  / How can 
words stir change in a reader? 

Fertile Q: To what extent is Othello a 
tragic hero? / Is Tess an instance of 
what Hardy described as "the worthy 
encompassed by the inevitable”? Is 
Willy Loman a symbol of the post-
capitalist American Nightmare?

Fertile Q: How successful are the 
texts as forms of social protest?

Substantive concepts: • Plot (main events, overall arc)
• Character (motivations, traits, function within the story)
• Themes (poverty, social class)
• Context (The Victorian era – who was in power and how 
life was very different depending on what class you were in, 
poverty in the Victorian era) 
• What a novel is and how it is different from other forms
• Key literary terminology (protagonist, antagonist, adjective, 
verb, contrast) 

Substantive concepts: • Plot (main events, overall arc) 
• Character (motivations, traits, function within the story) 
• Context (The Victorian era, building on their knowledge from 
YR7 – focusing on the interest in science and the rational 
mind)
• Themes (justice and judgement, appearance versus reality, 
duality ) 
• Structure of Doyle’s detective stories 
• Key literary terminology (foreshadowing, contrast, 
metaphor, descriptive verbs) 

Substantive concepts: • Plot (main events, overall arc) 
• Character (motivations, traits, function within the 
story) 
• Themes ( love and marriage, gender inequality, social 
status, isolation) 
• Context (The Victorian era, building on their 
knowledge from 7 and 8, focusing on gender roles and 
social class system) 
• Key literary terminology (juxtaposition, bildungsroman, 
internal monologue, allegory)

Substantive concepts: • Plot – key events, narrative arc
• Characters – each individual construct’s development, 
relationship with others and role within play
• Themes and how they are explored (including guilt; ambition; 
appearance versus reality; supernatural; kingship and power)
• Conventions of drama and Shakespearean and classical tragedy 
(characteristics of tragic hero, hubris, hamartia, pathos, 
anagnorisis and catharsis) 
• Jacobean context (social, political, cultural – in particular 
expectations of gender, religion, divine rule of kings, beliefs in 
supernatural, current events surrounding James 1)
• The deliberate language and structural choices made by 
Shakespeare (including dramatic irony, symbols and motifs, 
euphemisms, different approaches to speech to convey 
character) 
• Role of audience

Essay writing: unpicking the various elements needed to write a 
successful essay (structure, language choice, phrases, use of 
quotations); forming and developing a personal response to the 
text that shows both critical thinking and clarity of expression                                                                                                                                                                                                         
Language Paper 1: Short stories and how each is structured for 
impact; how each writer has used language purposefully to convey 
ideas, create atmosphere and establish setting and character; 
how to write like a literary critic and as a storyteller (creative 
writing) using the tools studied in the short stories read

Substantive concepts: • Plot – key events, narrative arc
• Characters – each individual construct’s development, 
relationship with others and role within play
• Themes and how they are explored (social and individual 
responsibility, class, age, gender) 
• Conventions of drama; context (social, political, cultural) of 
both the Edwardian era and the post war era (the impact of 
the war on the rigid class structure and gender dynamics of 
society, the shift to a welfare state) 
• The deliberate language and structural choices made by 
Priestley (including dramatic irony, symbolism, imagery, 
stage directions, monologues and persuasive rhetoric) 
• Priestley’s motivations for writing the play (socialist 
message he wished to impart) 
• The impact of the play on audiences; the socialist and 
capitalist ideologies in relation to the play 

Essay writing: unpicking the various elements needed to 
write a successful essay (structure, language choice, 
phrases, use of quotations); forming and developing a 
personal response to the text that shows both critical 
thinking and clarity of expression
Looking at a range of non-fiction sources to discuss 
language and structural decisions made in order to 
influence a reader: persuasive writing features, different 
types of non-fiction, voice, tone

Substantive concepts:

• plot and narrative elements and 
structural devices which shape the 
characters and their relationships 
(particularly Othello, Cassio and 
Desdemon and Othello's nemesis 
Iago)

• dominant themes (including politics, 
patriarchy, hypocrisy, purity…) and 
tropes of masculinity, honesty, and 
corruption.

• the political and social context in 
which Shakespeare's text was 
composed and received

• aspects of tragedy (including the 
characteristics of a tragic hero, 
according to Aristotle; a fall; hamartia 
and hubris; anagnorisis; pathos; 
catharsis…);

• dramaturgy and stage craft including 
semantic and pragmatic reading of 
the text

Substantive concepts:

• plot and narrative elements and 
structural devices which shape the 
characters and their relationships 

• dominant themes 

• the political and social context of the 
texts

• structural devices within 
drama/novels/extracts

• relevant genre conventions

Content:                            
1/2 term 1: Introduction to Oliver as the protagonist and how 
Dickens creates pity for him, establishment of Victorian 
setting and harsh reality of those in poverty,  how Dickens 
presents society's attitudes towards the poor, duplicity of 
Dodger and Fagin, presentation of London as a hostile 
place  1/2 term 2:  Mr Brownlow's generous nature, How 
Oliver changes, how Dickens presents Sykes' villainous 
nature, the contrast between Brownlow and Fagin, the role 
of Nancy in the book, how Dickens creates dramatic 
tension,  death of Sykes and punishment of Fagin, 

Content:                            
1/2 term 1:  Why the Met police was set up, crime in Victorian 
London and the public's fascination with it, the role of science 
and the importance of the rational, Doyle's inspiration for 
Holmes, Holmes' relationship with emotion and his 
understanding of human nature, the role and expectations of 
women in Victorian society and how Irene Adler doesn't fit 
this expectation in certain ways                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                              
1/2 term 2: how Doyle sets up every Holmes' story and why, 
the role of Watson, the narrative perspective of the stories 
and why, Sherlock's dual nature, Victorians' view of the 
police, introspection and how it helps Sherlock to solve crime, 
what did a Victorian Christmas involve, how Doyle presents 
Sherlock as a complex character

Content:                            
1/2 term 1:  How Jane Eyre is a product of Bronte's 
upbringing, the character of John Reed, why readers 
might feel sympathy for Jane, the purposeful shift of 
narrative voice in Chapter 3, the use of Jane's 
predicament to explore the Victorian's attitude towards 
poverty, how the juxtaposition of characters generates 
sympathy for Jane,                                     for 1/2 term 
2:  Mr Brockehurst's attitude towards children and how 
Bronte used her own experiences for inspiration                                                                                                                               
contrast between Jane and Helen Burns and why 
Bronte characterises Burns as submissive, Christian 
morality, Bronte's attitudes towards education and 
childhood, how juxtaposition is used to affect the 
reader in Chapter 9 

1/2 term 1  -  the views held by the Jacobean society regarding the 
supernatural, the divine rule of kings, women; the expectations 
surrounding a tragic hero, how Shakespeare establishes Macbeth 
as a hero at the beginning of the play, the reaction of Banquo and 
Macbeth towards the witches and what these differences hint at, 
how Shakespeare establishes Lady Macbeth and her duplicitous 
nature, the relationship beween the Macbeths and how it changes 
as the play develops, how Macbeth's hubris and hamartia lead to 
his downfall, the betrayal of Banquo 1/2 term 2  the manifestation 
of guilt through the ghost of Banquo, motif of blood, the descent of 
Lady Macbeth and her eventual demise, the roles of Macduff and 
Malcom, the apparitions and the impact they have on Macbeth, the 
defeat of Macbeth, the cyclical nature of the play with the head of 
a tyrant

Content:                            
1/2 term 1: How Priestley portrays Mr Birling as unsavoury, 
how Priestley uses dramatic irony to criticise Mr Birling's 
capitalist ideology, Mr Birling and the Inspector as binary 
opposites, Shelia as a product of her privileged upbringing, 
what Sheila and Mr Birling do to Eva and how they react 
differently, why Gerald helps Daisy, why the character of 
Gerald might create divided opinions from the audience,  
1/2 term 2:Mrs Birling's prejudice, how Priestley uses 
foreshadowing, the theme of social inequality, the similiarity 
in Eric's reckless behaviour and Gerald's, how the Inspector 
functions as Priesley's mouthpiece, male privilege, social 
responsiblity, the context of 1912 versus 1945, socialist and 
captialist ideology and what Priestley was seeking to do 
through the play, the differences between the older and 
younger generations and the message their reactions gives                                                           
Range of non-fiction sources to discuss how language and 
structure have been crafted to convey a specific tone, 
message and generate an impact on the reader. Then using 
this knowledge to apply to their own writing. 

Substantive concepts:

• plot and narrative elements and 
structural devices which shape the 
characters and their relationships 
(particularly Tess, her nemesis Alec 
D’Durberville and Angel Clare);

• dominant themes (including fate, 
religion, gender politics, patriarchy, 
hypocrisy, purity…) and motifs, 
including the significance of settings 
(e.g. the Chase, Flintcomb Ash, 
Stonehenge);

• the political and social context in 
which Hardy’s text was composed 
and received, including issues of 
censorship;

• aspects of tragedy (including the 
characteristics of a tragic hero, 
according to Aristotle; a fall; hamartia 
and hubris; anagnorisis; pathos; 
catharsis…);

• relevant features of the Victorian 
novel and the bildungsroman, 
including the fallen woman.

NEA Critical anthology

+ ideas about narratives
+ literary value and the canon
+ Marxist ways of reading
+ Feminist ways of reading
+ Post-colonial ways of reading
+ Eco-critical ways of reading

• theory and independence (students 
making guided text choices)

A1 Performance: How does Dickens present Bill Sikes as a 
villain?

A1 Performance: Starting with this extract, how has Doyle 
presented the character of Sherlock Holmes?

A1 Performance: Explore the way Brontë presents 
Jane’s childhood experiences

A1 Performance: THIS WILL PROBABLY CHANGE: Starting with 
this extract, how is the Macbeth's relationship presented in the 
play? 

A1 Performance: How does Priestley explore the theme of 
responsibility throughout the play? A1 Performance: Old exam question

A1 Performance: Othello extract 
mock assessment

December assessmentsA2 Extended quiz and performance A2 Extended quiz and performance A2 Extended quiz and performance A2 Extended quiz and performance A2 Extended quiz and performance A2 Extended quiz and performance A2 Extended quiz and performance

Spring term

Topic: A Midsummer Night's Dream Topic: The Tempest Topic: Romeo and Juliet Topic:  A Christmas Carol Topic: Completion of power and conflict cluster poetry 
alongside interleaved content of all other lit and lang

Topic: Songs of Innocence and of 
Experience by William Blake

Topic: 
Revision of Tragedy and Social 
Protest Texts

Threshold concept focus: • Characters and events in 
literature can carry symbolic meaning 
• All texts are shaped by the contexts in which they are 
created and received   
• Texts are consciously crafted through language and 
structure
• Texts engage with and subvert literary tradition 
• To be a student of English, one has to interpret and 
analyse texts

Threshold concept focus: • Characters and events in 
literature can carry symbolic meaning 
• All texts are shaped by the contexts in which they are 
created and received   
• Texts are consciously crafted through language and 
structure
• Texts engage with and subvert literary tradition 
• To be a student of English, one has to interpret and analyse 
texts

Threshold concept focus: • Characters and events in 
literature can carry symbolic meaning 
• All texts are shaped by the contexts in which they are 
created and received   
• Texts are consciously crafted through language and 
structure
• Texts engage with and subvert literary tradition 
• To be a student of English, one has to interpret and 
analyse texts

Threshold concept focus: • Characters and events in literature can 
carry symbolic meaning 
• All texts are shaped by the contexts in which they are created 
and received   
• Texts are consciously crafted through language and structure
• Texts engage with and subvert literary tradition 
• To be a student of English, one has to interpret and analyse texts

Threshold concept focus: • Characters and events in 
literature can carry symbolic meaning 
• All texts are shaped by the contexts in which they are 
created and received   
• Texts are consciously crafted through language and 
structure
• Texts engage with and subvert literary tradition 
• To be a student of English, one has to interpret and 
analyse texts

Threshold concept focus:

Characters and events in literature 
can carry symbolic meaning.

All texts are shaped by the contexts in 
which they are created and received.    

Texts are consciously crafted through 
language and structure.

Texts engage with and subvert literary 
tradition.

To be a student of English, one has to 
interpret and analyse texts.

Threshold concept focus:

Fertile Q: What is Shakespeare saying about love? Fertile Q: How should power be handled? Fertile Q: Why do Romeo and Juliet die? Fertile Q: How successful is A Christmas Carol as a form of 
social protest? 

Fertile Q: (See power and conflict YR10) Revision of all 
Lang and Lit content

Fertile Q: What constitutes 
'innocence' and 'experience' for 
Blake?

Fertile Q:

Substantive concepts: • Plot (main events, overall arc)
• Character (motivations, traits, function within play)
• Themes (different types of love) 
• What a play is and how it is different from other forms
• Key literary terminology (soliloquy, metaphor)
• Conventions of a Shakespearean comedy

Substantive concepts: • Plot (main events, overall arc) 
• Character (motivations, traits, function within the story) 
• Themes (power)
• Elizabethan and Jacobean context (focusing on the 
obsession with travel, colonialism in Elizabethan era) 
• Conventions of a Shakespearean comedy and tragedy and 
so tragicomedy 
• Key literary terminology (pathos, tragicomedy, symbol) 

Substantive concepts: • Plot (main events, overall arc) 
• Character (motivations, traits, function within the 
story) 
• Themes (love, fate, violence, patriarchy) 
• Conventions of a Shakespearean tragedy 
• Context (Elizabethan era with focus on patriarchy and 
role gender played)  
• Key Literary terminology (sonnet, prologue, 
hyperbole, tragic flaw, foreshadowing) 

Substantive concepts: • Plot – key events, narrative arc
• Characters – each individual construct’s development, 
relationship with others and role within novella 
• Themes and how they are explored (redemption, greed, charity, 
social inequality and justice, family, poverty, responsibility) 
• Victorian context (social, political, cultural – the New Poor Law 
and treatment of the poor, class system, Christianity, the 
development of Christmas into the holiday we know now) 
• The deliberate language and structural choices made by Dickens 
(including symbolism and motifs, similes, pathetic fallacy, sentence 
construction, narrative voice)  and his motivations for writing the 
novella (Dickens’ view on the New Poor Law and treatment of the 
poor) Essay writing: unpicking the various elements needed to 
write a successful essay (structure, language choice, phrases, 
use of quotations); forming and developing a personal response to 
the text that shows both critical thinking and clarity of expression
• The social impact of the novella  ( increased awareness of social 
inequality and injustice, influence on perception of Christmas) 

Substantive concepts:  (See power and conflict YR10) 
Consolidation of all of the knowledge taught in YR10; 
Continuation of essay writing skills – both the elements of a 
successful essay and how to construct a critical argument 
and communicate it successfully. 

Substantive concepts:

• Students will study a wide range of 
Blake’s Songs in detail, applying close 
attention to Blake’s use of symbols 
and metaphor, as well as voice 
through the characters who inhabit the 
worlds of Innocence and Experience; 

• dominant themes across the Songs 
(including radicalism, the freedom of 
the individual and free will, 
imagination, nature, the manifestation 
of God, the abuse of power, 
oppression, corruption, class, race, 
education…) and imagery (e.g. of 
constraint and binding, reflecting his 
antipathy towards hierarchies and 
power structures that seek to impose 
their will and ideology on the common 
man, especially children);

• the social and political context which 
shaped Blake’s writing and how he 
was a sympathiser to both the French 
and American Revolutions and how 
his anti-establishment ethos meant he 
constantly questioned and attacked 
the actions, motivations and 
legitimacy of the authorities of his 
day, namely the Church, government 
and monarchy;

Substantive concepts:

Revision of all texts and completion of 
NEA

Content: Establishing who Shakespeare was; the role of 
Egeus and the social rules that have him behave the way he 
does; the presentation of Ancient Athens, Helena's plight 
and the love triangle between characters; the conflict 
between Oberon and Titania; the role of Puck; how 
unrequited love is presented; what happens to Bottom and 
how Titania's love is presented; how Oberson resolves the 
conflict created by his plan

Travel in the Elizabethan era; the concept of colonialism; how 
Shakespeare opens the play and the establishment of 
Miranda and Prospero on the island; the roles of Ariel and 
Caliban and how they contrast; Ferdinand and Miranda's 
meeting and how their love is presented; what it means to be 
a usurper and how Antonio and Sebastian are both guilty of it; 
Caliban and Prospero's relationship; how Shakespeare uses 
comedy and pathos in the tragicomedy; the dual nature of 
Caliban

Establishing the play is a tragedy and the conventions 
of a tragedy; what the prologue reveals about the 
genre; how Shakespeare establishes the feud between 
the families in the beginning; the presentation of Juliet 
at the start of the play; how language is used to 
express Romeo's love at the ball; the presentation of 
R&J's first meeting; the development of their love and 
their tragic flaws; Tybalt and Mercutio's death and the 
impact this has; the presentation of Lord Capulet and 
how it reflects conventions in society; Juliet and Lord 
Caputlet's relationship; how Juliet is presented at the 
end; how Romeo and Juliet perceive their own deaths; 
how their tragedy is seen by the feuding families

New Poor Law and motivation of Dickens; the opening chapter 
and how it sets up Scrooge's character clearly; the role of Fred 
and the use of his character to generate a better understanding of 
the choices Scrooge has made; Scrooge's response to the charity 
workers and his view of the poor that symbolises the harsh nature 
seen in society at the time; Marley's visit - the symbolism present 
and the message he imparts; each of the three ghosts' visits and 
the things they show Scrooge; the symbolism linked to each of the 
ghosts' appearance; the importance of family shown by the 
Cratchits;  the redemption of Scrooge at the end; the way the 
novella is structured to clearly show this transformation

(See Power and Conflict YR10) Interleaved content from 
YR10 and AIC

S1 Performance: In 'A Midsummer Night's Dream' is love presented as a joyful or painful experience? S1 Performance: How is Caliban presented in this extract and the rest of the playS1 Performance: Starting with this moment in the play, explore how Shakespeare presents Juliet as a tragic character.S1 Performance: Starting with this extract, how is the theme of redemption presented in the novella? S1 Performance: Dependent on ACC exams decided by Ark S1 Performance: Old exam paper S1 Performance: Paper 1 
S1 Performance: Creative Writing based on photo prompt S1 Performance: Creative Writing based on a picture prompt S1 Performance: Creative Writing prompt based on a photo S1 Performance: Paper 2 Writing Prompt S1 Performance: Dependent on ACC exams decided by Ark S1 Performance: Old exam paper S1 Performance: Paper 2

Summer term

Topic:  Poetry Topic:  Animal Farm Topic: Poetry Topic: Poetry Topic: The Kite Runner  by Khaled 
Hosseini

Threshold concept focus:    Characters and events in 
literature can carry symbolic meaning 
• All texts are shaped by the contexts in which they are 
created and received   
• Texts are consciously crafted through language and 
structure
• To be a student of English, one has to interpret and 
analyse texts

Threshold concept focus:   Characters and events in 
literature can carry symbolic meaning 
• All texts are shaped by the contexts in which they are 
created and received   
• Texts are consciously crafted through language and 
structure
• To be a student of English, one has to interpret and analyse 
texts

Threshold concept focus:  Characters and events in 
literature can carry symbolic meaning 
• All texts are shaped by the contexts in which they are 
created and received   
• Texts are consciously crafted through language and 
structure
• To be a student of English, one has to interpret and 
analyse texts

Threshold concept focus:    Characters and events in literature 
can carry symbolic meaning 
• All texts are shaped by the contexts in which they are created 
and received   
• Texts are consciously crafted through language and structure
• To be a student of English, one has to interpret and analyse texts

Threshold concept focus:

Characters and events in literature 
can carry symbolic meaning.

All texts are shaped by the contexts in 
which they are created and received.    

Texts are consciously crafted through 
language and structure.

Texts engage with and subvert literary 
tradition.

To be a student of English, one has to 
interpret and analyse texts.

Fertile Q: What can metaphors do that literal language 
can't? 

Fertile Q: How can fiction teach us about the world? Fertile Q: How is poetry a powerful form of storytelling? Fertile Q: How can poetry educate and illustrate different 
perspectives? 

Fertile Q: How is the pen a tool of 
protest?

External exams External exams



Substantive concepts: • The difference between literal and 
metaphorical language
• Key literary terminology (tenor, vehicle, ground) 

Substantive concepts: • Plot (main events, overall arc) 
• Character (motivations, traits, function within the story) 
• Themes (power)
• Historical events and ideology that Orwell’s allegorical 
novella reflects and explores
• Key literary terminology (allegory, propaganda, authorial 
intent, satire) 

Substantive concepts: • Epic poetry
• Key literary terminology (extended metaphor)

Substantive concepts: • Power and Conflict Cluster (currently 
teach all 15 in YR10 but considering changing this to teaching half 
over each year) – for each poem we look at how the poet has 
constructed meaning through language and structure, how 
contextual factors influenced the writer and influences the reader, 
and the relationships between the poems in relation to themes and 
message. 
- Core themes – power (power of nature, humans, memory, power 
of the individual, abuse of power) and conflict (conflict between 
humans and nature, war – impact and reality, inner conflict, conflict 
with identity)
- Time periods or events connected to study – WW1 and 2, 
Romantic period, Crimean War, Vietnam War, Iraq War, British 
colonialism (education)
- Language and Structural features include – imagery, metaphor 
and simile, personification, onomatopoeia, juxtaposition, 
oxymoron, repetition, enjambment, caesura, end stopping, 
assonance and consonance, tone, rhyme scheme, rhythm 

• Unseen poetry – Selection of poems to practice the art of 
discussing a poem without any pre-teaching; using their knowledge 
of poetic devices and features to apply to new poems to unpick 
meaning and how they are designed to affect the reader

• Comparative writing –unpicking the various elements needed to 
write a successful comparative essay (structure, language choice, 
phrases, use of quotations); forming and developing a personal 
response to the text that shows both critical thinking and clarity of 
expression

Substantive concepts:                    

• plot and narrative elements and structural 
devices (e.g. flashback, representing the 
burden of Amir’s sins) which shape the 
characters, particularly the protagonists 
Amir and Hassan, and their relationships;

• dominant themes (including issues of 
power and ethnicity and organised religion, 
the power of nations, religious extremism, 
gender politics…) and motifs, including the 
significance of settings (e.g. Kabul);

• The political context and Hosseini’s 
political intent of humanising a region for 
western readers which is remote or 
clouded by negative media coverage – 
which he achieves through a narrator who 
is a writer himself, on a mission to tell the 
truth about himself and his country, 
highlighting the strength of the pen as a tool 
of protest.

• Hosseini’s commentary on gender politics, 
class and ethnicity by his representation of 
contemporary Afghan society;

• relevant features of post-modern 
literature e.g. relating to narratology.

Content:                            Over the course of the term 
looking at a range of poems (Fog; November Night; 
Dreams;Sally; Frogs; Pigeons; The Eagle; The Tyger; Owl; 
A Case of Murder) and within each exploring how metaphor 
has been used to convey an idea. All of this knowledge and 
practice will lead to the application of this on an unseen 
poem. 

Content:                            
1/2 term 1: Orwell's main influences when he wrote the 
novella; Old Major's speech and why it is a significant 
moment; how the animals achieve a rebellion on the farm; 
how rules are constructed in their new society; the roles of 
Boxer and Old Benjamin; which historical figures the animals 
represent; how the battles of the cowshed is presented; the 
different leadership styles of Napoleon and Snowball;  1/2 
term 2:  the theme of corruption; how propaganda is used; a 
comparison between Orwell's presentation of the battle of the 
cowshed and the battle of the windmill; a debate on whether 
Boxer is a hero or victim

Content:                            Over the course of the term 
students will look at a range of poetry (Wherever I 
hang; The Night Mail; Swing Low Sweet Chariot; The 
Canterbury Tales; Paradise Lost; The Road Not 
Taken; My Father Thought it; The Love Song of J. 
Alfred Prufrock) all under the connecting theme of 
journeys. Comparative writing skills will be developed 
whilst studying how language and structure have been 
used for effect. 

Content:                            
1/2 term 1: First half the anthology looking at the themes of power 
of the individual, abuse of power, war - reality and effects; 
comparative writing skills through sentence structures and 
discourse markers, poetic features linked to poems taught 1/2 
term 2: Second half of anthology looking at themes of power of 
nature, conflict between nature and man, power of the individual, 
power of memory; continuation of comparative writing skills 
including comparative introductions

Content:                            
1/2 term 1:  1/2 term 2:

Assessment question: Question on an unseen poem 'Tom 
Cat' - question not accessible right now. Assessment question:

Assessment question: Mastery release the assessment 
question closer to the time. It will be a comparative 
essay with one poem given and students expected to 
pick a second from the anthology studied that term. 

Assessment question: Compare how the poets explore the theme 
of power in ____ and one other poem of your choice. Assessment question: Old exam paper 

July assessments S2 Extended quiz and performance S2 Extended quiz and performance S2 Extended quiz and performance S2 Extended quiz and performance S2 Extended quiz and performance S2 Extended quiz and performance S2 Extended quiz and performance


